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“If you don’t stand for anything, you will fall for everything. The more a brand is about real excellence in one
category, the more diversiﬁcation risks brand equity”
Manfredi Ricca, author and MD of Interbrand,
at the 2012 Financial Times Business of Luxury Summit
MONCRIEF
A new British brand specialising in luxury
handmade luggage and travel accessories
has been launched. The first Moncrief
collection consists of a trunk trolley with a
drawer, a trolley with detachable attaché
case, weekend bags, carry-on cases, iPad
covers and iPad sleeves. Ten different
finishes are available including polished calf
leather, perforated calfskin and woven goat
skin, with added touches such as individually
hand-sculpted horn buckles and a handcarved wooden drawer hidden in the trunk
trolley bag to provide storage protection.
Bespoke options are also available to order
– exotic skins such as river crocodile,
alligator or ostrich can be dyed to a custom
colour, and monogramming is also available.
“Mass manufacturing, although essential in
today’s world, has stripped many ‘luxury’
products of their soul and quality,” says
founder Caroline Evans, who has spent four
years perfecting the details of the initial
collection. “Every Moncrief product is
imbued with the passion of the artisans
whose skilled hands bring my designs to
life.” The collection is being sold online at
www.moncrieflondon.com and will be
available in Harrods from July.
LONGCHAMP
French leathergoods brand Longchamp is
planning to expand its presence in mainland China. By the end of the year, it hopes
to grow its store network to 20 (from 14) on
the mainland, as well as opening a new
flagship in Hong Kong and launching
e-commerce there. “We are still in the
process of building up the brand so we
need to gain more visibility in the market.
The issue is the brand awareness. We need
to work to be more physically visible, that is
the main goal,” explains chief executive
officer Jean Cassegrain. “We feel that now
the timing for us is right in China because
we are getting the next generation of
Chinese consumers. They are beyond the
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discovery stage now, and they are ready to
be interested in a brand like us that is
maybe a little more discreet and subtle, not
too logo-oriented.”
PERRIN PARIS
A store selling luxury gloves has opened at
the Carlyle Hotel in New York. The 500 sq ft
boutique is Perrin Paris’ third outlet and has
been designed by Michel Perrin, chief
executive officer of the brand, alongside his
wife, Sally, the brand’s creative director, and
Paris architect Chahan Minassian. It
resembles the interior of a 1940s boutique
and offers a selection of high-end gloves as
well as other accessories such as bags,
purses and clutches; handmade sunglasses;
and leather organisers. “We always want to
keep in mind that the history is about
gloves,” says Sally Perrin. “We began with
them, then expanded to handbags and now
travel and sunglasses, all handmade in
France.” The brand also has plans to expand
further afield with a Hong Kong branch due
to launch by the end of the year. Other
possible locations for new stores include
Florida and Dallas.
LANCEL
Steady expansion in China for French
leathergoods brand Lancel is seeing a second
unit in Shanghai opening and three out of
its eight stores in Beijing undergo renovations. The two-storey 7,500 sq ft Lancel
Maison in Shanghai, which is now its largest
store in Asia, was designed by French architect Christophe Pillet, who also created Lancel’s concept store on the Champs-Elysées.
It features a Murano glass chandelier, a
hand-painted stained glass panel and a section showcasing its Collection Daligramme,
an exclusive line launched in 2011. “It
[Lancel] is considered a really good French
brand [in China],” says Leonello Borghi,
Lancel’s artistic director. “We see from our
Paris stores that we have a lot of Chinese
consumers who come to shop, and then

they come back and also go to our stores
here. I feel that, more and more, the
[Chinese] customers are really aware of
what they are buying. They are aware that
they have a choice to make and they really
understand quality, and they understand
the look of a product.” Further locations in
the region are a possibility, although no
details have yet been confirmed.

Handy charger

UK designer Richard Nicoll and
Vodafone have teamed up to create
a tote bag that charges the user’s
smartphone on-the-go. Launched at
London Fashion Week, the bag
incorporates a charging cable that
attaches to the outside of the bag. It
initially needs to be charged from
the mains power, but once the bag
battery is full, it will charge handsets
and mobile tablets for at least two
days. A Bluetooth-enabled LED
light on the outside of the bag
ﬂashes to indicate incoming calls,
phone notiﬁcations and battery life.
“We wanted to create a collaborative product that fused technology
and fashion, relevant for both us
and Vodafone,” says Nicoll. “So we
came up with the idea of a bag that
charges your mobile device on-thego. This is especially relevant for my
collection this season, which is
about the notion of work and all its
facets in modern times.”

Never too late

Style icon Iris Apfel has launched
her own handbag line at the age of
90. The collection of exotic bags,
created in collaboration with business partner Lisa Nunziata, president of L & Leung Design Group,
has been inspired by Apfel’s own
wardrobe and is called Extinctions.
“I’m a great believer that a lot of
people on this planet want good
design and high quality at a price,”
she says of the range that includes 12
styles using Mongolian lamb, hair
calf and snakeskin in a choice of ﬁve
colours, and goes on sale in October.
Nunziata and Apfel are already
planning resort and spring collections for next year. Extinctions
follows Apfel’s limited edition
optical frame she launched with
Eyebobs, which is to be followed by
a line of sunglasses next year.
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retail property

A

month by month review of early 2012 and the leasing activity of
the major groups confirms London’s position as the premier luxury retail location in Europe. In January, Labelux group brand
Belstaff acquired 25,000 sq ft at 155-157 New Bond Street at a rent of
£3m per annum, not long after Bally leased 45-46 New Bond Street
paying a key money premium of almost £4m.
By February, Ferragamo was dominating the headlines, agreeing
the UK’s most expensive retail rent ever at over £1,000 per sq ft for 24
Old Bond Street. March saw the attention focused on Sloane Street,
with Alberta Ferretti establishing a record rent of over £800 per sq ft.
At the same time, Loro Piana almost doubled the size of its store.
In April, H Stern paid Browns £1m for the lease of 6c Sloane Street
and Rag & Bone acquired the landmark former HSBC bank on Sloane
Square. During May, in plenty of time for the Olympics, Stella McCartney launched the first Adidas/Stella McCartney retail collaboration in
Brompton Cross, closely followed by Carolina Herrera selecting the
same location for her second store in London.
June brought the appearance of scaffolding at 158-159 New Bond
Street, the new Chanel store, with rumours persisting that Christian
Dior would rebuild 160 New Bond Street.
On Mount Street, hot on the heels of Nicky Clarke relocating to accommodate Oscar de la Renta (no 130), Swiss luxury watch brand
Parmigiani Fleurier has just paid almost £1m for the lease of the former Riyahi Gallery at no 97.
Whilst the two main thoroughfares have dominated the headlines
due to the magnitude of the record key money premiums and rents
paid, Bruton Street, for example, now shows signs of an improved retail
line-up. Isabel Marant has acquired no 29 (premium £750,000) and
Alice Temperley the Juicy Couture building (no 27) for £950,000. The
Miller Harris premises at no 21 is now under offer to a quintessentially
British menswear brand. In Savile Row, The Kooples ruffled the feathers
of an establishment still recovering from the arrival of Abercrombie &
Fitch Kids.
Whilst Sloane Street is likely to remain within the stewardship of the
custodian landlord, Cadogan, on Bond Street retailers continue in their
quest to own their own buildings. Well over a billion pounds of real estate is now in the hands of private families or luxury retail groups protecting their stores for future generations whilst securing a very healthy
rate of return and, in some cases ironically, receiving rentals from their
competitors. It will be intriguing to watch the activities of the major
groups following the summer of celebration, although there appears no
current desire to place London anywhere other than the very top of the
list of preferred locations for a new or larger store.
Keith Wilson, Wilson McHardy, London (tel: +44 (0)20 7439 1666)

The Netherlands
The face of luxury street PC Hooftstraat in Amsterdam has changed significantly due to the number of new entrants. Most recently Paul Smith
has opened in the old Edgar Vos store. Seven For All Mankind and
Jimmy Choo have opened further down the street, whilst Burberry has
opened a second store. IKKS has recently opened in The Hague and
Amsterdam; coming to Maastricht soon.
France
Paris’s market remains buoyant, with plenty of activity on the high end
and luxury streets. Giorgio Armani has taken the Ungaro space on avenue Montaigne while Tom Ford continues its steady growth with a 350
sq m store on four levels on rue Francois 1er. The Richemont Group
has taken over Old England on boulevard des Capucines.
Germany
The German luxury retail market is very stable, with high demand for
space in the major cities. Lumas Galerie has opened 340 sq m in Berlin
in Quartier 206. Barbour Heritage has opened a 75 sq m store on Alte

Schoenhauser Strasse. In Hamburg Zadig & Voltaire opens its first
store of 210 sq m on Bleichenbruecke close to Neuer Wall.
Spain
Despite the financial uncertainty in Spain, there is still market activity.
Tara Jarmon opens on Calle Claudio Coello in Madrid. Loewe has
opened a 600 sq m gallery on Paseo de Gracia 91 in Barcelona, and
also refitted its store at Paseo de Gracia 35.
Italy
Milan’s luxury quarter, Il Quadrilatero, remains strong. Longchamp has
opened on via della Spiga. Pollini has relocated from mass market
Corso Vittorio Emanuele to luxury street via della Spiga. On via Montenapoleone, Sutor Mantellassi has opened a 250 sq m store. Hackett
has opened a 530 sq m store on Via Manzoni. In Rome Ermenegildo
Zegna has opened 300 sq m on the main luxury street via Condotti. Il
Gufo has opened 35 sq m on via del Babuino. Louis Vuitton has
opened its new store on piazza San Lorenzo in Lucina.
Scandinavia
Ralph Lauren opened in Stockholm on Biblioteksgatan, whose landlord, Hufvudstaden, is actively bringing more luxury brands to the area.
In Copenhagen Louis Vuitton is relocating to the ex Benetton unit.
Other markets
Paul Smith opened its first Australian store in Melbourne on Collins
Street on May 7. It is currently looking for options in Sydney.
Andrew Bathurst, Head of International Real Estate, Harper Dennis
Hobbs 020 7462 9100 www.hdh.co.uk
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N Madison Avenue, Armani Junior’s first US store will be at
1223. Collette Vintage will offer major designer apparel at
lower prices at 92nd Street. Monique Lhuillier will open just off
the avenue at East 71st Street. Italian jeweler Ippolita will arrive at 796
Madison. Sandro is coming uptown to 986 Madison. Rebecca Taylor
will open next month at 980. I W Schaffhausen has debuted at 535.
Swarovski will create another gem at no 365, in the Roosevelt Hotel.
On Fifth Avenue, Salvatore Ferragamo’s newly renovated flagship
reopened in style at 655. On the Upper East Side, Pookie & Sebastian
will have another shop at 794 Lexington Avenue. In Midtown, Maison
24 (470 Park Avenue) launched a Rory Dobner shop-in-shop.
In SoHo, Chloé’s home will be at 93 Greene Street. Dior Homme
has opened at 133 Greene Street. Apple’s multi-million dollar renovation and expansion is nearly complete. Swiss Victorinox took 99
Wooster Street. The Row, by Mary-Kate and Ashley Olsen, will use 609
Greenwich Street for a massive showroom. Rubin & Chapelle is relocating its 14th Street shop to Mercer Street.
In Nolita/ Lower East Side, find an interesting mix of fine women’s
apparel, accessories (including Jerome Dreyfuss’ bags) and vintage
books at Warm, 181 Mott Street. In the West Village, Maison Martin
Margiela has taken 363 Bleecker Street for its MM6 collection. Henry
Beguelin’s luxury leathers are joined by other designers at 30 Charles St.
In the Hamptons, the season is getting under way! Monc XIII offers
furniture and home decor at 40 Madison Street in Bridgehampton. Upscale grocer Whole Foods Market will open a season market in Wainscott. C Wonder has taken 5 Main Street in Southampton. Christopher
Kaufmann jewels will locate at 37b Main Street, East Hampton. Haute
Hippie has opened its first permanent area shop at 20 Newtown Lane
in East Hampton, while also returning with its pop-up at 66 Jobs Lane in
Southampton. Gourmet treats are at The Sagg General Store at 542
Sagg Main Street in Sagaponack. Local legend Stevenson’s Toy Shop
has relocated to 69 Jobs Lane in Southampton.

Trend-tracking from the streets of gold: making a splash
Why take just one store when you can lease three and make a real
statement? Japan’s lingerie maker Bradelis has opened at 211 Elizabeth Street, 66 Madison Avenue and a unit in Queens, all on the same
day. Rebecca Taylor will open at 980 Madison just months after debuting in Nolita and Meatpacking.
Faith Hope Consolo, Chairman, Retail Leasing & Sales, Prudential
Douglas Elliman 001 212 418 2000 fconsolo@elliman.com
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